
Book Your Experience!
PUBLIC & PRIVATE 

CHOCOLATE TASTINGS

events@total- incentives .com  |  312-622-2653  |  total- incentives .com

AWARD-WINNING
PREMIUM ORGANIC

DARK CHOCOLATE

http://total-incentives.com
http://https://total-incentives.com/pages/book-a-tasting-experience


CORPORATE EVENTS
PRIVATE PARTIES
TRADE SHOWS
INCENTIVE EVENTS
EVENT RECOGNITION
TEAM INTEGRATION

TEAM BUILDING
PRODUCT LAUNCH

ASSOCIATION LUNCHEONS
PUBLIC RELATIONS

FOOD FAIRS
RADIO INTERVIEWS

OUR CHOCOLATE TASTING EXPERIENCES
ARE PERFECT FOR:

WE  OFFER  3  UNIQUE  

90-MINUTE  PACARI  CHOCOLATE  

TASTING  EXPERIENCES

THE
COMPLETE

EXPERIENCE

THE
50/50

EXPERIENCE

THE
MINI BAR

EXPERIENCE
$50 PER PERSON* $40 PER PERSON* $30 PER PERSON*

Hear various chocolate stories,
learn about infused flavors
and suggested wine pairings

Taste six (6) award winning
organic dark chocolate bars
representing a variety of
regions from Ecuador and
South American flavors (50 gr.
each)

Receive two (2) surprise mini
bar flavors (10 gr. each)

Hear various chocolate stories,
learn about infused flavors
and suggested wine pairings

Taste three (3) award winning
organic dark chocolate bars
representing a variety of
regions from Ecuador and
South American flavors (50 gr.
each)

Receive three (3) surprise mini
bar flavors (10 gr. each)

Hear various chocolate stories,
learn about infused flavors
and suggested wine pairings

Taste six (6) award winning
organic dark chocolate bars
representing a variety of
regions from Ecuador and
South American flavors (10 gr.
each)

Receive two (2) surprise mini
bar flavors (10 gr. each)

*$50/person for groups 10+
$60/person for groups 2-9

*$40/person for groups 10+
$50/person for groups 2-9

*$30/person for groups 10+
$40/person for groups 2-9

Whatever the occasion is, Total Incentives will provide you with 
a fun and interactive flavor experience for your guests!

events@total- incentives .com  |  312-622-2653  |  total- incentives .com

http://total-incentives.com


SHOP WOOD
GIFT BOXES

SHOP LEATHER
GIFT BOXES

Why not allow your guests to take home the tasting experience
after it's over? Our organic dark chocolate gift boxes are the

ultimate surprise and delight your guests will love!

How many chocolate flavors
do we have? We have over
50 different flavors. Each
flavor introduces you to a
new part of the world and

flavors keep increasing.

EXPLORE  OUR

Best-Selling Gift Boxes

AWARD-WINNING
PREMIUM ORGANIC

DARK CHOCOLATE
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https://total-incentives.com/collections/wood-gift-boxes
https://total-incentives.com/collections/leather-gift-boxes


FREQUENTLY  ASKED

Questions

Total Incentives is the authorized national supplier for group and bulk purchases representing Pacari chocolate.

WHAT  I S  PACARI  CHOCOLATE ?

Pacari Chocolate is a family-owned company dedicated to making the highest quality
organic chocolate from Ecuador . Since 2002 , they have worked with cacao growers ,
acquiring knowledge that enables them to create exquisite chocolate with the best
flavor and texture possible .

DO  YOU  OFFER  V IRTUAL  TAST INGS ?

Yes! We offer in-person and virtual tasting events for public and private groups . 
Virtual events are held through an interactive platform called Remo . 
Email events@total-incentives .com to learn more about hosting a virtual event .

HOW  DO  MY  GUESTS  RECE IVE  THE IR

CHOCOLATE  TAST ING  K ITS ?

For in-person events , I will bring the chocolate and the wine pairings! All your guests
have to do is show up and enjoy!

For virtual events , your guests will have their chocolate tasting kit will be drop shipped
directly to their door! The day of the event , guests are encouraged to grab one red
wine and one white wine for pairing options to enjoy during the tasting!

https://remo.co/?fpr=julieta62http://
http://

